In the Spotlight

**SSHOC signs MOU to bolster cloud services for Social Science and Humanities**

The SSHOC Final Conference took place on 6 and 7 April in Brussels as a hybrid event, with more than 200 participants joining on site and online. CESSDA ERIC MO participated along with our service provider representatives from ADP, AUSSDA, CROSSDA, CSDA, DANS, FSD, GESIS, NSD/SIKT, SND, and the UK Data Service.

News

**Let us know** if you have any stories you would like to feature in the CESSDA newsletter.

**30 March 2022**

**Coordinate EU Summer School on longitudinal child data**

The first COORDINATE Summer school will be held on the Colchester Campus of the University of Essex from 20 to 24 June, 2022. One of the objectives of COORDINATE is to facilitate improved access to existing survey data on child wellbeing. It also wants to ensure that high-quality survey data informs policies that directly affect lives of children.
FSD sees upsurge in data usage during second year of pandemic

FSD services were widely used during the pandemic. In 2021, more users downloaded datasets from Aila Data Service than ever before. FSD also archived and processed more datasets in 2021 than in 2020, and the number of registered users continued to grow.

Funding and international collaboration

Let us know if you have any opportunities you would like to feature in the CESSDA newsletter.

1 April 2022

New programme announced for early adopters of EOSC services and research products

A next-level support programme is being launched by EOSC Future and other partners, granting research communities and service providers access to a rich set of EOSC resources and expertise. The EOSC Platform Early Adopter Programme will support projects in various disciplines and sectors.

Events

26-28 April 2022
EOSC - Provider Days

29 April 2022
ERIC Forum Policy Seminar: Socio-economic Impact of ERICs

4 May 2022
National Policies Relevant to EOSC Deployment - Status, Gaps, and Steps Towards Harmonisation

9 May 2022
FAIR Incentives Stakeholder Workshop

19 May 2022
Licenses for Research Data

Training

20 April 2022
Multilingual Vocabularies for the Social Sciences and Humanities

21 April 2022
Explore New Tools For Your FAIR Toolkit

21 April
How To Anonymise Qualitative and Quantitative Data

24-25 May 2022
Basics of the R Programming Language - Data Wrangling and Data Visualization (registration open till 15 April)
7-10 June 2022
**IASSIST 2022** *(early bird fee ends 30 April)*

13-16 June 2022
**17th International Digital Curation Conference**

---

**Resources**
- SSHOCingly Good and Sustainable Tools
- SSHOC Legacy Booklet
- IASSIST Quarterly (IQ) Volume 46(1)
- FORS Annual Report 2021

---

**Vacancies**
- Data Access Administrative Support Assistant, UKDS *(deadline 17 April)*
- Senior User Support and Training Officer, UKDS *(deadline 20 April)*
- Research Associate - Data Findability, GESIS *(deadline 20 April)*
- Senior Researcher Computational Social Science, GESIS *(deadline 20 April)*
- PostDoc Survey Methodology, GESIS *(deadline 24 April)*
- Marketing and Communications Manager, UKDS *(deadline 27 April)*
- 2 Postdocs/Senior Researcher Information Retrieval, NLP, Wissensgraphen, GESIS *(deadline 28 April)*
- Junior Research Data Specialist, FORS *(deadline 1 May)*

Various roles are also available at University College Cork

**Let us know** if you would like to advertise a vacancy at your institution.

---
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